ABSTRACT. Following the method of A. Weil [4], we define the Weil representation of general linear groups in 1, of symplectic groups (odd characteristic) in 2, of unitary groups in 3, over finite fields. We give its character and decomposition and some functorial properties. The symplectic case was also studied by R. 
1. The Weil representations of symplectic groups (odd characteristic). 1.1. Let (E, f) be a symplectic vector space over the field k with q elements. Let H(E, ƒ) be the group E x k with the law (1) (w, z)(w', z') = (w + w', z 4-z + i(w, w')),
where i = j/2. It is a two-step nilpotent group with center Z isomorphic to k by z *-> (0, z). The group Sp(#, ƒ) of ƒ acts on H(E, ƒ) by s: (w, z) •-» (sw, z). (1) Wf> n = Wf> j) iff f'((0, z)) = £((0, z* 2 )) for a f G A;* and all zEk.
(2) W^J) splits in two simple components of degree (q n + l)/2 and (q n -l)/2, where ft = dim #, given on the center of Sp(^, ƒ) respectively by Sp(#, /) . The representation n of PH(E, ƒ) induced by the representation H/^o^V ® rç^W of L is the product of the restriction of Wf'ft ® r?^ to P//(#, ƒ) by the character x* 1^) = (det^ s) (1~^)/2 .
Moreover W^' 7 '* is the only extension of 17^^ to Sp(E, ƒ) which is given by
(orthogonal sum), and j r is the restriction of ƒ to E r , the restriction of Wf> j) to the product n Sp(^r, / r ) is <8>^r' /r) .
(9) If E = Res^'/fc #' and ƒ' is a symplectic form on E' such that ƒ = TV /fc /', the restriction of wf>» to Sp(#', ƒ') is Wf'^ where f'((0, z')) = f((0, Tr fc> z')).
(10) If t E Sp(Z?, ƒ) is semisimple, t belongs to a subgroup isomorphic to a product of k r (±) 9 where fc r (-) is the multiplicative group of the extension of degree r of k, and k r {+) is the kernel of the norm from k% r to k*. The trace of Wf'f) on f is x(t) (-l) a (t) q N(t \ with x(0 = n t ( r 1±qr)/2 where f r is the com-
ponent of t in k r (±), a{t) is the number of r such that t r i^\.
The other elements of Sp(^, /) are in proper subgroups of type P as in (7), and the character of w( E 'iï on them is obtained from the formula of induced characters.
2. The Weil representations of unitary groups. 2.1. Let K/k be a quadratic extension of the field k with q elements, F a vector space over K and i a nondegenerate skew-hermitian form on F. The set of all couples (w, z), w E F, z G K with z -z = i (w, w) , is a group by the law (1); it is a two-step nilpotent group H(F, i) with center Z isomorphic to fc by z »--» (0, z). The group U(F t i) of the form / acts on H (F, i) 
